# Jost Standard Packaging

## Drums
50 kg net fiber drums with metallic closing and Tamper-evident seal
Size – *Varies depending on the product’s specific weight*
Number of drums per pallet – *Varies depending on size of drum*

## Standard Pallets
Heat Treated/ISPM 15
Used for shipping product in fiber drums
40 inches x 48 inches (102 cm x 122 cm)
Full pallet outer dimensions includes the pallet
4-way Entry

## Standard Cartons
UN Approved
25 kg net fiberboard cartons, sealed with “JOST CHEMICAL” tape
40 cm x 33 cm x 34.5 cm
Empty carton weight is 1230 gm
27 cartons per pallet

## Poly Liners
The poly liners are manufactured from FDA approved polyethylene that does not contain slip additives.
The liner is closed with a goose-neck fold and sealed with a plastic tie. No labels are affixed on the PE liner.

## CP1 Pallets
Heat Treated/ISPM 15
Used for shipping product in cartons
100 cm x 120 cm
(39.25 inches x 47.25 inches)
Full pallet outer dimensions includes the pallet
4-way Entry

## Large Cartons (for less dense products)
40 cm x 33 cm x 53.5 cm
Empty carton weight is 1600 gm
18 cartons per pallet

jostchemical.com
Jost Custom Packaging
(Available on Request)

**Bulk Super Sacks**
Size and Dimensions – *Varies depending on the product*
One bulk super sack per pallet

**Plastic Pails**
Tamper-evident seals
Size and Dimensions – *Varies depending on the product*
Number of plastic pails per pallet – *Varies depending on the size of the plastic pail*

**Polydrums**
High Density PE
Tamper-evident seals
Size and Dimensions – *Varies depending on the product*
Number of polydrums per pallet – *Varies depending on the size of the polydrums*

---
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